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About This Game

Please, Don’t Touch Anything is a cryptic, brain-racking button-pushing puzzle game.

Covering for a colleague taking a bathroom break, you find yourself in front of a mysterious console with a green screen
monitor showing a pixelated live image of an unknown city. Also present is an ominous red button with the simple instruction to

not touch anything!

Push the red button once or press it many times. Your choices and actions will lead to outrageous consequences and over 30
unique puzzle endings.

Scavenge the room for clues, tools, and buttons to solve riddles and trigger explosive events. This deceptively simple console has
many mind-blowing surprises for you.

This updated version of the classic game features all new high-quality visuals, new mechanics, updated classic endings with new
solutions, and a slew of new endings.
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Go ahead, press the button. You know you want to.
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Title: Please, Don't Touch Anything 3D
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Escalation Studios, Four Quarters
Publisher:
ForwardXP
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: SM3 512MB VRAM

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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This is easily the best free demo on steam. Not because of the detail or immersion. It's the amount of secrets and exploring in
the game that makes it amazing. I'm not surprised that it's a $5 game. My friends and I have spent hours looking top to bottom
for secrets. Even if you dont care about that. The magic powers feel surreal and makes you feel like a kid instantly.. Great
feature for autofire and quick fire options. However, this game is dated. I may have played a similar game on Windows 95\/98.
Controls aren't as tight as some side scrollers. Power ups aren't random. They appear magically on the same spot of each screen.
Spreader weapon is achieved about 30 seconds in the game. You don't lose the spreader upon death, which is nice. Lack of
speed control is a nuisance. You can miss a target just by advancing in the screen too fast?? Ugh! That would be okay if you
didn't die by being in proximity of an enemy and not an actual collision! I'm sure I'll play it again, just because it has native
controller support. But find it hard to replay back to back since the patterns are the same. So many other better Shumps out
there. Luckily I picked up on sale for $1.49. Is it worth $1.49, probably not until I advance further.. 10 out of 10 would drop the
soap.

Really solid well put together game - hella addictive it was too easy to play for an hour straight before realising how long i'd
been in there for! Loads of content considering you're just playing within the roomscale area - plenty of fun to be had, and
kinda nerveracking when you're crafting against the clock with guards doing the rounds :). This Game is Complete Great time
pass with Real time PvP. Wow like graphics and detailed characters .. Great game to chill out to and drink while yelling, has all
the emotional highs and lows of an oscar award winning film and all the gore of a B Horror Film.. Pros
===
- Really innovative tactical strategy battle mechanic. We've never seen something like this before. I hope more professional
game designers will take a look at this and get inspired.
- A quirky but consistent art direction.

Cons
====
- Amateurish, unorganic writing. Quite a fair bit of grammatical errors and doesn't really pack an emotional punch.
- Sterile scenes due to a lack of static animations (e.g. blinking eyes, etc would really help).
- Quite boring overall due to a lack of plot or emotional highlights.. I highly dislike prison stories of any sort, so this part had a
lot of prejudice to struggle against from the beginning, yet it managed to overcome. The writing has significantly improved
since the first instalment; matured. The characters had time to grow on me and I enjoyed seeing them arrive at their outcomes.
In keeping with such trendsetters like Mass Effect, you can even choose whom to romance! This is the end of the Pilgrim saga.
The ending leaves avenues for a continuation, but since it hasn't appeared by now, I doubt it will later. Overall, this series was a
nice bit of near-future sci-fi - not very serious, but humorous and consistent.. Best game ever get it now ok?
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Currently this game have 0% GamePlay.
You can buy this game if you want to support developer but don't expect that you will have any fun in current stage of game,
actually you will be mad, because game is absolutely broken. I can't even believe that someone think that this is for sale. And as
I heard someone spent 4 years to develop this game to this unplayable broken stage I almost cry. Average kid using unity assets
would build same thing under a month. What a waste of someone time.

II will try this game few more times and before 14 days are over and then I will decide if I will ask for refund or give developer
a chance. If I see improvement, maybe I will recommend this game.

To me it look to me that somebody buy a bunch of unity assets form asset store. I hope that developers have some knowledge of
programming because that type of game will be impossible to develop with just visual scripting.. If you like the classic Death
Rally, you're deffinetly gonna like this. The thing I like most about this game is the ladder system: you build your little car up
from nothing, earn money -> buy better cars, upgrade them with engine/handling/more nitro etc and become the top of the
league to progress to the next league.

The dev team has been more than helpful to me and the game is realy fun to play. It's a definite buy for me.. There are ten steps
to this:

1. Get your steam key. Put that in, download and install.

2. Launch the game and get another key. You have to type this in manually because each group of 4 letters is in a separate entry
field and pasting from the clipboard only fills in one field at a time.

3. Get another key. I think this one's for saving high scores or something.

4. Activate the game.

5. Go into the options and realise the max resolution is 1280x1024 and there is no controller support.

6. Exit the options screen and choose "play".

7. Wait for a minute to see if anything is happening.

8. Ctrl-Shift-Esc when you realise there is no other way to exit this frozen screen.

9. Right click on game in steam. Select "delete local content".

10. Play a different game.. This game is still an alpha so this review will only apply for around this time.

I haven't gotten to see all the current content within the game as of yet but there is plenty to say about the game thus far. To sum
up for those who like to get to the point: I wouldn't say this game is great but it isn't bad. For me, though, it has a special appeal
that I think other people might be able to see as well.

I've had real experience on personally owned boats and being out on the water and this is one reason I was drawn to the similar
game of Subnautica. But Landless is vastly more succesful in capturing the feeling of those days I had with its atmosphere.

Behind all its bugs and glitches one would expect from an alpha the sound and the atmosphere of the game manages to pull me
back to those days, make me feel again what it was like to walk on those docks and hear the water splashing against the wood
that shifted beneath my feet. So in a sense I have a weakness to the kind of thing but I think that it can capture such so well this
early on is something to priase. I hope the atmosphere of this game doesn't change through the development process it'll be
going through.. Very interesting idea, very creative and original.
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